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Type Internal reference Description

MOMO-16057 New feature set Users can now release print jobs stored in uniFLOW
Online to a MEAP device without the need for a
connected uniFLOW SmartClient in either of the
following ways:
▪ via the mobile app, without the need for a▪ 

SmartClient, and
▪ by selecting a printer in the Universal Output▪ 

Queue, even if there is no direct connection from
the uniFLOW SmartClient for Windows or the
uniFLOW SmartClient for Mac, respectively, to the
MEAP-enabled device.

MOMO-21247 New feature set Improved the device and email error messages to
better guide users if issues occur during the scan
procedure.

MOMO-25906 New feature set Users can now top up their budget via PayPal.

MOMO-29434 New feature Users can now view and set the file name when
sending a scan job to a cloud destination.

MOMO-29942 New feature Users can now view and set the folder path when
sending a scan job to a cloud destination.

MOMO-30438 New feature Users can now search cloud folders manually.

MOMO-30491 New feature Users can now see and edit file names in cloud scan
workflows.

MOMO-30781 New feature Users can now review the list of email recipients for
email workflows before sending.

MOMO-26730 New Feature The Device list widget now contains a Last
communication column displaying information on
when the device last communicated with uniFLOW
Online.

MOMO-14335 Improvement Users eligible to use Windows PowerShell for
managing uniFLOW Online objects can now retrieve
the subscriptions available on the tenant by applying
the new Get-MomoSubscriptions Cmdlet. For details,
see the White Paper available under https://
ntware.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/KB/pages/
10780902105/
Managing+uniFLOW+Online+objects+in+Windows+P
owerShell.

MOMO-14411 Improvement For Filing Assist and batch scanning, the appended
batch number in the file name is optional (turned on
by default).
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MOMO-19219 Improvement The tenant's Usage overview now shows usage data
for the last month.

MOMO-19246 Improvement Improved the error message displayed by the
uniFLOW SmartClient in case problems occur during
print job information upload.

MOMO-24182 Improvement The notification email address is now checked before
allowing a user to use a 'Scan to myself' scan profile,
and users are alerted if the address is missing or
erroneous.

MOMO-27715 Improvement The device FQDN (if given) can now be used instead
of the IP address to synchronize devices synchronized
from uniFLOW Online to uniFLOW Server.

MOMO-27739 Improvement When uploading print jobs from a uniFLOW
SmartClient to a uniFLOW Server, all job and job
ticket values are now submitted along with the print
jobs.

MOMO-28456 Improvement Added Silent User Registration (Enterprise
Registration) to the uniFLOW SmartClient for Mac.

MOMO-29647 Improvement Job-processing state icons are now displayed
correctly in the detailed print job-processing status
view.

MOMO-29742 Improvement The Local Server Agent component was renamed to
Local Server Agent for uniFLOW Online to make its
origin and purpose more obvious.

MOMO-30007 Improvement Set the User-Agent HTTP header entry to
"uFSmartClient," catering to cases when the
uniFLOW SmartClient displays web browser dialogs.

MOMO-30680 Improvement Improved the user-facing error messages in the
uniFLOW SmartClient for Mac.

MOMO-30682 Improvement Added meaningful error message when printing
through Drag and Drop when the document is over
100MB.

MOMO-31077 Improvement The new Allow job upload to uniFLOW Online option
on the Print job handling configuration page of the
uniFLOW SmartClient extension improves the
usability in case the uniFLOW SmartClient for
Windows's IoT hub connection to uniFLOW Online is
currently interrupted.
Note: The option is on by default, meaning after
updating the uniFLOW SmartClient for Windows to
the 2023.1 version, users can upload print jobs to
uniFLOW Online in Local/Cloud configuration in case
the Realtime Communication Platform is not
accessible.

MOMO-1365 Security Resolved minor potential security vulnerability
related to CAPTCHA generation.

MOMO-29165 Fixed issue Resolved an issue that could cause print jobs to be
deleted while processing a Print & Keep request from
a uniFLOW Release Station in case spool storage and
job information service were provided by uniFLOW
Online.
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MOMO-31281 Fixed issue For dashboard widgets, the vertical scroll bars are
now placed correctly.

MOMO-31944 Fixed issue Reaching the allowed maximum number of failed PIN
code login attempts now calls the correct error state.

MOMO-32546 Fixed issue Resolved an issue that could occur when browsing a
HOME-BOX2 scan profile's folders.

MOMO-32699 Fixed issue Scan job file names in the scan job history list are
now rendered correctly, thus preventing cross-site
scripting attacks.

MOMO-33046 Fixed issue Resolved an erroneous behavior that could be
triggered by tapping the Start scan button rapidly
multiple times in a row while processing a single scan
page.

MOMO-33051 Fixed issue Resolved a time-out issue that could occur when
releasing large documents through Universal Output
Queue in Zero Trust environments.

MOMO-14811 Fixed issue The header of the Department column in the header
row of exported CSV reports now contains the
correct content.

MOMO-28833 Fixed issue Resolved an issue causing print jobs to be
erroneously removed by the uniFLOW SmartClient in
case a Print & Keep request from a Release Station
was processed.

MOMO-31197 Fixed issue Searching in Google Drive now returns results
according to the specified criteria.

MOMO-32019 Fixed issue Resolved an issue causing the uniFLOW SmartClient
to not check if its management servers are available
again after a network disconnect.

MOMO-32054 Fixed issue Resolved an issue that could occur when uploading
the same accounting data multiple times within a
short period.

MOMO-32654 Fixed issue Print job accounting and refunding now work as
intended, even if the CPCA readout occurs after the
device budget session expires.

MOMO-32680 Fixed issue For Print from Cloud print job names, special
characters contained in the print job name are not
removed during conversion anymore.

MOMO-32694 Fixed issue For print job names derived from the subject lines of
the emails to be printed, special characters contained
in the subject line are not removed anymore.

MOMO-32931 Fixed issue The uniFLOW SmartClient for Mac now consistently
sends updated IP address information to the server
upon an IP address change, e.g., after switching from
one WiFi access point to another.

MOMO-33098 Fixed issue Cost center selection is now skipped in case the user
is assigned to only a single cost center.

MOMO-33641 Fixed issue Instructions on connecting cloud storage providers
are now displayed during the print process.
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